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With its fashion byword of ease and elegance, Esprit expresses versatile, enticing looks that are
enduringly stylish and always on the pulse. This eternally popular label has the gift of blending classic
tailoring with contemporary design to create sophisticated everyday wear in exciting on-trend shades
that feels good and fits beautifully.
Spring heralds a new Esprit optical collection that shows off a palette of exquisite, high-quality, greatfitting eyewear for men and women. Comfort is an essential Esprit tenet and this line delivers with
weightless, snug models in canny material mixes like shiny metal, stainless steel, Ultem and rubber.
Barely-there frames with colourful detailing jostle for position with the vivid statements of bolder
profiles in colour-blocked or gradient interpretations. Esprit steps out with discerning colour accenting
and thrilling all-over tones: bold reds, heady blues and sophisticated lilacs mix it up with low-key
metallics. There’s something for every taste and occasion in this smart new-year display.

Material Combination (ET33415, ET33416, ET33417)
Esprit delves into innovative material combinations and experiments with exciting colour applications to
take comfort and good looks to the limit. The fine, shiny metal lines of these light-weight unisex frames
are hand-painted on top bar, rims or bridges. These understated tonal highlights are picked up in eyecatching rubber temples that catch the eye and accentuate the excellent fit and feel of these models.
ET33415 Colours
531 Red
535 Brown
538 Black
543 Blue

ET33416 Colours
524 Silver
531 Red
535 Brown
543 Blue
577 Purple

ET33417 Colours
505 Gray
535 Brown
538 Black
543 Blue
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Fine and Thin (ET33419, ET33420, ET33418)
Esprit plays to its strengths with these super elegant, very comfortable and quietly confident frames.
Giving new meaning to the expression “barely there”, each of these styles is revealed as an ultra-fine,
modern-minimalist profile that sits lightly on the face. Temples and rims are subtly hued with handpainted contemporary colours, adding a chic colour hint to these low-key good looks.
ET33419 Colours
515 Rose
538 Black
577 Purple
584 Gold

ET33420 Colours
505 Gray
535 Brown
538 Black
543 Blue

ET33418 Colours
531 Red
535 Brown
538 Black
543 Blue
577 Purple

Lightness and Flexibility (ET33421, ET33422)
Pop on a pair of these fashion-forward Esprit glasses for men and women and instantly discover that no
compromise has been made on wearer ease. High quality materials including ultra-light Ultem and super
flexible stainless steel work hand-in-hand to power up comfort and weightlessness. Catwalk directions
fuel the lively colour charge with modern lilacs, reds and greens standing out in gradient or solid
interpretations.
ET33421 Colours
531 Red
538 Black
543 Blue
545 Havana
577 Purple
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ET33422 Colours
538 Black
543 Blue
545 Havana
547 Green
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About Charmant Group:
For over fifty years, Charmant Group has been renowned worldwide for its pioneering work in the
research and development of new technologies in the optical industry. By striving for perfection and for
the uncompromising high quality of its products, the Japanese company has developed into one of the
most important producers and providers in the highly competitive international ophthalmic optics
market. With its goal to unreservedly fulfil the wishes and demands of its customers, Charmant can
always be depended on for the highest quality awareness and outstanding service. This engagement and
this passion are clearly seen in Charmant Group house brands as well as licensed brands. Thanks to its
expertise in the production of high-quality spectacle frames and its comprehensive global sales network
in over 100 countries, Charmant Group is greatly respected as a reliable business partner.
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